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The 15th annual IBCA Underclass Showcase was held at Ben Davis High School on July 11th. The showcase was 
comprised of nearly 80 Indiana prospects who competed in both station skill work and several games throughout the 
afternoon. The showcase was missing many notable prospects who were with their club teams during the D1 viewing 
period but there was plenty of talent to go around. Following are a few of those prospects that stood out and 
demonstrated consistent play during our viewing at the event. 

 

2018 Erika Foy  5’11 W Mississinewa  Flight 
Combination of size, skill and versatility. Erika had a nice day from start to finish during our viewing. Showed versatile 
skill set in both drills and games. Owned her space with a physical presence and played a fluid outside/inside style 
while making good decisions with the ball. 

2018 Payton Moore  5’10 F Tri   Flight 
Payton is a great athlete and a multiple sport star. Her athleticism is what will catch your eye on first view. Gets off 
the floor well, along with good feet speed allows her to defend multiple spots and go to the boards against 
frontliners. Has a solid overall skill set with room to grow. Competed and held her own against high level talent. 

2018 Anna Newman 5’3 PG Evansville North IE Swish 
Anna is simply a fun prospect to watch. A bit undersized at 5’3 but there is a reason she has multiple D1 offers. She is 
consistently making plays all over the floor. Plays with an extremely high motor, high skill set and IQ to compliment. 
Can score at all three levels and knows how to get her teammates opportunities. Multiple D1 offers 

2018 Meghan Urbanski 5’6 G Mishawaka Marion SDE 
Meghan showcased her skill set along with her experience and ability to create in an unstructured game. She was able 
to get the rim on a consistent basis, created space and opportunities for both herself and teammates off the bounce. 
Demonstrated instincts on both ends and played physical and confident with the ball 



2018 Abby Wahl  6’1 F Heritage Hills  IE Swish 
Competes around the hoop and understands how to both work smart and hard. Abby has good hands and feet and is 
efficient on her touches. She is able to rebound the ball outside of her area, and has the lateral quickness to extend 
defensive pressure. Eastern Illinois D1 commit. 

2019 Taylor Boruff  5’10 G Northwestern  Flight 
Taylor thrives in these type of events with her ability to create and crafty ball skills. Able to use her feel for the game 
and skill set to create space and scoring opportunities for herself and teammates. Scored at all three levels, while also 
setting up others in both transition and half court. Rebounded well from the guard spot and got her hands on a lot of 
balls on the defensive end. D1 offer 

2019 Madison Jones 5’7 PG Western Boone Gym Rats 
High energy, waterbug that seems to be everywhere. Solid skill with the ball using combination of quickness, handles, 
and feel to get to the rim and make plays by finishing or finding the interior pass. Uses quick feet and hands to apply 
on ball pressure and knack for busting passing lanes.  

2020 Katie Davidson 5’10 F Lawrence North Best Choice 
5’11 with a strong frame that shows a nice versatile outside/inside game. Physical presence with the ball whether 
attacking from the wing or operating around the block. Has the athleticism and size to defend multiple spots. 
Rebounded and pushed in transition, attacking and scoring from all levels.  

2020 Keegan Sullivan 6’0 G South Bend St. Joe SDE 
High level youngster that was dominate at times during our viewing. Possess the lethal combination of size, skill, poise 
and confidence. At 6’ with a solid frame, Keegan is a difficult matchup in that she has the skill set to take most off the 
bounce with a physical presence and length to finish, while posting smaller opponents. Can defend multiple spots and 
goes to the boards against most. Multiple D1 offers 

 

 

 


